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ROAD TRAFFIC AMENDMENT BILL (NO. 2) 2007 
Council’s Amendment 

Amendment made by the Council now considered. 

Consideration in Detail 

The amendment made by the Council was as follows - 
Clause 2, page 3, lines 1 to 12 - To delete the lines and insert instead -  

(g) Part 2 Division 4 other than section 26 - on a day fixed by proclamation, being a day 
that is after the day on which the Road Traffic Amendment Act 2006 section 31 comes 
into operation; 

(h) section 26 - on the day after assent day; 

(i) Part 2 Division 5 other than section 38 - on a day fixed by proclamation, being a day 
that is after section 9 and the Road Traffic Amendment Act 2006 sections 17 and 31 
have all come into operation; 

Mr J.C. KOBELKE:  I intend to move that the amendment made by the Council be agreed to, subject to the 
following further amendments that stand in my name.  I seek your guidance, Mr Speaker, as to whether we can 
deal with these amendments as one question. 

The SPEAKER:  Yes, with the consent of the house. 

Leave granted. 

The further amendments were as follows - 

Clause 2, page 3, in proposed paragraph (g) - To delete “other than section 26”. 

Clause 2, page 3, in proposed paragraph (g) - To insert after “comes into operation” - 

, and different days may be fixed for different provisions 

Clause 2, page 3, To delete proposed paragraph (h).  

Mr J.C. KOBELKE:  I move -  
That the amendment made by the Council be agreed to, subject to the three further amendments on the 
notice paper. 

I will explain the reason for this motion, because this is quite a technical issue.  These amendments are to the 
commencement provisions of the Road Traffic Amendment Bill (No. 2) 2007.  This bill deals with changes in 
quite different areas.  That is, of course, why the commencement provisions are so important.  There is also 
another reason, which I will outline later.  The bill deals with changes to the breath analysis provisions of the 
Road Traffic Act 1974 to bring them into line with international standards.  It also deals with changes to the hit 
and run provisions of the Road Traffic Act, and introduces what is generally referred to as Mike’s law.  The bill 
also introduces two important novice driver initiatives.  Many of our novice driver packages can be implemented 
by way of regulation.  However, these two specific initiatives are required to be implemented by way of these 
amendments.  Therefore, because the bill deals with a number of different matters, we need to ensure through the 
commencement provisions that these provisions come into place at the appropriate time.  In saying “at the 
appropriate time”, I am alluding to the fact that as part of these changes, there is another amending bill that has 
not yet been proclaimed.  Therefore, because of the cross-over between these bills, some parts of this legislation 
cannot come into effect until the regulations under that other bill have been completed and that bill has been 
proclaimed.  

I thank members for their strong support for this bill when it went through this chamber.  The amendment made 
by the other place seeks to alter the timing of the commencement of the operation of clause 26 of this bill.  
Clause 26 of this bill provides a definition of “novice driver”.  The reason for that definition is that this bill 
introduces a graduated demerit points system for novice drivers.  That is contained in part 2, division 4 of the 
bill.  It also introduces a zero blood alcohol content requirement for novice drivers.  That is contained in part 2, 
division 5 of this bill.  Although that definition is required in each of the two cases that I have mentioned, it 
appears in the division of the bill that deals with the graduated demerit points system.  In other words, the 
definition that is required in each of those two cases appears in another part of the bill.  That division will not 
commence operation immediately following the passage of this bill, because computer system changes will need 
to be made to support the administration of these provisions.  The licensing system that relates to these 
provisions, and the computer systems that will monitor and control that system, will also need to be upgraded.  
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That timing factor will also have an impact on the commencement provisions.  Therefore, in order to enable the 
zero blood alcohol content provisions to commence operation at the earliest opportunity, this amendment has 
been made by the other place to ensure that the definitions clause will commence operation immediately 
following assent.  

Since the passage of this amendment in the other place, Parliamentary Counsel’s Office has identified an error 
that requires correction.  As clause 26 will amend a provision that will be inserted only when the Road Traffic 
Amendment Act 2006 commences operation, clause 26 must commence operation either at the same time as, or 
following, the commencement of that provision.  The corrected provisions will therefore provide that the 
definition of “novice driver” can commence operation independently of and ahead of the graduated demerit 
points provisions but only once the 2006 act commences operation.  We are currently working on the regulations 
to make sure that can come in.  It is quite a complicated issue.  That is why there was the oversight in that the 
amendments moved in the other place to try to give us the required flexibility did not do it with the accuracy that 
was required.  I therefore seek the support of the house so that we can now amend those amendments so that the 
complicated commencement provisions can flow in a way in which we can do what we are seeking to do without 
getting caught up with the complexities because of the number of different amending acts and the range of 
different provisions that are contained in this amending bill. 

Mr R.F. JOHNSON:  As the minister has said, the government’s bill and these amendments are very 
complicated.  May I first of all put on the record my thanks to Rebecca Nielson of the Department for Planning 
and Infrastructure for her kind assistance in giving me an outline briefing by way of email and offering to give 
me a personal briefing, which I would have taken great delight in, but unfortunately I did not have the time 
before dealing with the amendments before the house today.   
I want the minister to explain.  Obviously, he may not be quite as much across all these areas as he makes out, 
because he had to read everything he has said today.  I accept that, because when one looks at the description 
that has come forward, it is very difficult to deal with the amendments made in the upper house and the 
amendments that need to be made in this house that must go back to the other house because of an oversight, I 
would suggest, by parliamentary counsel.  I want to tease out of the minister some approximate dates for when 
the Road Traffic Amendment Bill and the related bills will be proclaimed.  The government brings in hundreds 
of bills every year. 

Mr J.C. Kobelke:  About a hundred. 

Mr R.F. JOHNSON:  Over a hundred.   

Mr J.C. Kobelke:  If we got a hundred through, we would be very happy. 

Mr R.F. JOHNSON:  There are far too many.  Nobody’s life would change if 90 per cent of those bills were not 
brought into this chamber.  There is so much legislation that, if it did not all come into this chamber, the sun 
would still rise in the morning, the moon would still come out at night and nobody’s life would be very different. 

Dr E. Constable:  Ours would be. 

Mr R.F. JOHNSON:  Not with daylight saving! 

Dr E. Constable:  They would be very different. 

Mr R.F. JOHNSON:  I am sure they would because our workload would be less.  The cost to the community 
would also be less.  Governments tend to over-legislate and over-regulate, which interferes with people’s lives.  
Legislation is needed from time to time.  This bill and these amendments are needed, and I accept that.   

When does the minister anticipate that this and the related bills that deal with driver competency, driver 
capability in relation to alcohol levels, hoon driving and all those related areas will be proclaimed?  Very often 
we see bills pass through this house and the other house and it can be months, and sometimes years, before those 
bills are proclaimed.  That has happened over decades.  We will agree to these amendments; there is no question 
about that.  However, I want to get on record what the minister estimates will be the time when this bill and all 
its amendments and the related bills will be proclaimed.   

The minister has now raised something else that is of concern to me, and that is the computerisation in the 
Department for Planning and Infrastructure.  The transport executive and licensing system program, known as 
TRELIS, has been an absolute nightmare.  I have mentioned before that my youngest son was not due to have his 
licence renewed for another couple of years, but a new licence was sent to him.  The driver’s licence he received 
had all the written details correct.  The big concern that he and I had was that the licence had a picture on it of a 
rather attractive young female.  I was concerned because I wondered what my son was doing during the night.  
Was he going out and getting dressed up?  I make light of it.  However, it is of concern when a government 
department such as the Department for Planning and Infrastructure cannot get its act together and cannot get its 
computer programs working properly.  Our citizens are sent drivers’ licences when their licences are not due for 
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renewal.  Those licences may carry all the correct details relating to date of birth, address and everything else, 
yet they may have a picture - a driver’s licence must have one by law now - and the picture may be of anyone.  I 
can assure members that my son has not been a female at any time of his life; he is thoroughly male.  If those 
sorts of problems are still occurring and there are problems delaying this very important legislation relating to 
driver and pedestrian safety, something is wrong.  I want to know from the minister when all these provisions 
will be put in place and when we can expect this bill and the related bills to be proclaimed. 

Mr J.C. KOBELKE:  I think that I have already indicated that because of the range of considerations, there will 
be different proclamation dates and different commencement times.  That is why the commencement clause 
needs to be a bit more complicated.  I understand that the part of the bill dealing with hit and run provisions can 
be brought in very quickly.  I understand that the changes to breath analysis will require changes to regulations, 
but that can be done fairly quickly.  The issue with novice driver provisions is more complicated because it is 
waiting on another bill, which is still having regulations developed, and that is also caught up with changes to the 
computer system, because the whole licensing system has to take account of those provisions.  I am certainly 
disappointed that it has taken so long.  We want it done as quickly as possible.  I cannot give the member a 
specific time when all those matters will be brought together. 

Mr R.F. Johnson:  I am not asking for a specific time; I am asking for a reasonable expectation of time.  What 
does the minister believe it will be in rough terms?  Are we talking about a month, six months or 12 months? 

Mr J.C. KOBELKE:  I was hoping that it would be this year, but I am now told all those matters will be aligned 
early next year.   

Mr R.F. Johnson:  Will all those things be in place and correct?  

Mr J.C. KOBELKE:  We hope that we will be able to start introducing next year all the matters covered in this 
bill.  I was hoping that it would be this year.   

Mr R.F. Johnson:  They obviously have to be proclaimed first. 

Mr J.C. KOBELKE:  Certain parts of the bill cannot be proclaimed until administrative arrangements are in 
place. 

Mr R.F. Johnson:  I realise that. 

Mr J.C. KOBELKE:  The Minister for Planning and Infrastructure will be introducing a major rewrite of the 
Road Traffic Act, which, although a mammoth undertaking, is almost completed.  Hopefully, it will make these 
matters easier, because instead of having amendments made for one purpose interacting and therefore creating 
problems with changes made for other purposes, we will have five different acts instead of the one Road Traffic 
Act.  That will make these compounding amendments a little easier to handle. 

Mr R.F. JOHNSON:  I have a serious concern with the jurisdiction of the policing of driver training, demerit 
points, breathalysing and all the rest of it.  I believe that most of these areas come within police jurisdiction, yet 
we have a quirky situation in which the Department for Planning and Infrastructure deals with, has authority for 
and jurisdiction over the Road Traffic Amendment Act.  I know there is some history attaching to it, but I would 
have thought that the Road Traffic Amendment Act would completely and utterly come under the Minister for 
Police and Emergency Services, and that licensing would too, as it used to at one time.  I cannot for the life of 
me work out why the minister’s government decided to split them up and give some of the responsibility to the 
Minister for Planning and Infrastructure.  She has a busy enough task trying to get her little train set going and 
dealing with the massive planning and infrastructure projects in Western Australia.  Why would her department 
be involved in licensing drivers?  It begs the question because it seems a nonsense.  I take the opportunity to urge 
the minister to seriously look at whether that department is the appropriate place to deal with drivers’ licences.  I 
do not think it is.  I think we are talking about a police issue here.  It is the police who police drivers’ licences, 
who police drivers’ behaviour, who pick up the pieces when there are accidents on the road and who charge 
people when they have been caught drinking and driving.  I have previously shown to the chamber the driver’s 
licence that was sent to my son, much to the amusement of members and perhaps to the embarrassment of the 
Minister for Planning and Infrastructure.  If that happened to the son of a member of Parliament, how many other 
people has it happened to? 
Mr J.C. Kobelke:  How long ago was that? 
Mr R.F. JOHNSON:  It was about 12 or 18 months ago.  Time goes so quickly when one is having fun!  It is 
still a matter of amusement and embarrassment.  However, if it happened to my son, it is obviously not unique; it 
must have happened to hundreds or thousands of people. 
Mr P. Papalia:  Why? 
Mr R.F. JOHNSON:  I can tell the member for Peel that I am unique in many ways! 
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Ms K. Hodson-Thomas:  It did happen to many people. 
Mr R.F. JOHNSON:  It happened to many people. 
Ms K. Hodson-Thomas interjected. 
Mr R.F. JOHNSON:  Exactly.   
Mr J.C. Kobelke:  Member, if I can respond, we were aware of the problem.  That’s why in the current budget 
there is an extra $17 million to try to sort out these problems. 
Mr R.F. JOHNSON:  The government will spend $17 million to sort out a cock-up by the Department for 
Planning and Infrastructure.  That is not good enough.  We should not have to spend another $17 million of 
taxpayers’ money to try to repair what should have been a first-class service under the minister’s government.  I 
hate to be political, but it happened under the minister’s government, and that is a fact. 
Mr J.C. Kobelke:  The government is committed to fixing it. 
Mr R.F. JOHNSON:  It needs to, because it caused it.  If the government caused the problem, it has to fix it. 
Mr J.C. Kobelke:  No, it was under your government; it used to have the same problems.   
Mr R.F. JOHNSON:  I suggest the government fix the problem with the least possible cost to the taxpayer.  It 
should cut out some of its spin advertising and use some of that money to the benefit of Western Australians.  It 
should not all be for the government’s spin and hot air.   
I did not want to get political in this debate, because the opposition agrees to the amendments before the house.  I 
would like to see this legislation come into force as quickly as possible, which is why I urge the minister to 
ensure a quick passage through the upper house.  I suppose it will have to come back here, will it not?  No, it will 
not.  Once it leaves this house it will go through the upper house with the fresh amendments.  I want to see it 
proclaimed as soon as possible, because I do not want to see any more deaths on our roads if it can possibly be 
avoided.  One death is one too many.  The opposition supports the amendments and everything that the minister 
seeks to do today, and we hope that the bill’s passage through the upper house will be quick; I am sure it will.  
Does the minister think it will go through the upper house quickly? 
Mr J.C. Kobelke:  I would hope so. 
Mr R.F. JOHNSON:  I hope so too.  Assuming it will go through quickly, we will wait with great anticipation 
for the bill and associated bills to be proclaimed. 
Mr T.K. WALDRON:  The National Party supports the amendment.  I also support the comments made by the 
member for Hillarys.  I have often wondered why this falls under the Department for Planning and Infrastructure.  
It causes a lot of confusion.  I think people associate licensing with the police.  I asked a question in the house 
about the lag time in issuing fine notices.  I know that the government is trying to address that problem.  I 
support the member for Hillarys’ comments, because they are pertinent.  It is something that should be looked at 
closely in future, because maybe we can do it better. 
Question put and passed; the Council’s amendment agreed to, subject to the Assembly’s further 
amendments. 
The Council acquainted accordingly. 
 


